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Hdaver

Lobos Win WAC Track Meet

New Mexico workhorses Rene
Matison and Adrian DeWindt
picked up two wins apiece at
Tingley Coliseum Saturday night
to lead the Lobos to the unofficial
Western Athletic Conference Indoor Championship and once
again established 'New· Mexico as
the team to beat in WAC track
and field competition.
New Mexico compiled 64%
points in winning the meet. Brigham Young was a close second
with 55% points, followed by the
University of Texas-El Paso with
42, Arizona State with 29%, Utah
15, Arizona 12%, and Wyoming
6%.
MATISON EQUALLED his
own WAC indoor record in the
60 yard dash three times during
the course of the meet. Matison
ran a 6.0 flat in the preliminaries
and then ran two more races in
the same time in the semifinals
and the finals to retain the title
in that event.
Matison · turned a 48.6 in the

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions

mllBt be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publi<atio•'" Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

SERVICES
WILL BABYSIT in my home or eomPanion to 2 year old girl, on l't'gll]ar
basis, morninga or 3 diQ'B a week. Near
UNM. Call 268-6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years l!l<Perience
technical typing, 36¢ pr page, 36¢ with
paper. Call anytime 298-8641.
HELP WANTED

iiAi:E help

wanted. Auditor trainee, book-

keeping background. 3 p.m.-u p.m., $L26

hr. to start. Mountain States Employment First Nat'l Bank Bldg. Down

Town.

JOURNALISM Student to BBBist on &tart;.
iug new small magazine, Part time.
Phone 842-9614..
TEACH at a Negro college. Graduate
atudenta with M.A.'s are urgently needed

for academie year and summer teaebtng
poaitioD!I. The Southern Education Program,. a private., non..proflt organizati'on
with contacts at 94 colleges, can Place
you quicklY and free of charge, Write
Southern Education l'rogrmi], 869%
Hunter Street, N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
30314..

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters I: Buttons, If we don't
have them, then you don't need them.
Send for Sampleo I: Liot. liiADAll
BU'I'TERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
COlliNG apin aoon Ill Abe olllcloua intermeddler meets the VI!X&tiona Htlnnt Ill
PLAYBOY auhacription still available at
low student rates. Call your eampna rep......,tative at 247-9082.
FOR BENT
ONE bedroom apartment. $75. Ill Yllle
SE. Nieel:r furnished and Private patio.

quarter mile for his second victory of the evening.
DeWindt came from 25 yards
behind in the final straightaway
to nose out Jose L'Official from
UTEP in a photo-finish in the
600 yard run. DeWindt and L'Official were· both officially timed at
1:11 in the event. DeWindt
scored his second victory of the
evening in the 1000 yard run by
a more comfortable margin, recording a 2:15.7. Craig Gilbertson of Wyoming was second with
a time of 2:18.5.
Other outstanding performers
in the meet included Valley High
School's Gil Perea who ran the
best high school quarter mile ever
in the Coliseum but was still
beaten by Bjorn Jogi of the UNM
Track Club. Jogi ran a 49.4 and
Perea a 49.5.

A NEW COLISEUM record was
LOBO ART BAXTER retained
set
by Ed Hanks of BYU in the
his WAC title in the triple jump
high
jump. Hanks cleared 7 feet,
competition with a leap of 50
feet 3¥., inches. Baxter outdis- % inch for an impressive victory
tanced his closest rival by almost in that event.
BYU, with the team of Blaistwo feet.
dell, Mann, Tipton, and Peterson,
Baxter finished fourth in the won the final event of the evenlong jump with a leap of 23 feet ing, the mile relay with a time
11,~ inches. The event was won by
of 3:17.6. UNM's mile relay team
Jim Blaisdell of BYU wit'fl a placed third in the two-heat comjump of 24 feet 3 inches. George petition.
Louthridge, competing unattached
Ervin Jarros of UNM won
for UNM, recorded a 23 feet, 'A.
third
place in the shot put with
inch jump to finish fifth in that
a
heave
of 55' 2*-"·
event.
Harold Bailey and Roosevelt
Williams of UNM finished second
and fifth in the 60 yard high
hurdles. Bailey ran the course
in 7.4 seconds behind Kelley Myrick of UTEP whose winning
time was 7.1.

By JOHN EDG-AR· HOOVER
Direetor, Federal Bureau of
Inv~tigation, United States
Department of .Tustice
© 1967, :N"ewsday, Inc.
(Tkis is tlr,e second in a. series
of articles by prominent AmeriCMI8 g,'vi,ng their views em The
Condition of the America.n Spirit
today. The writeTB include social

BOB RICHARDS RECORDED
a 4:15.6 in the WAC mile-run to
easily outdistance the field.
UNM's Ron Eller finished second
with a 4:18.5. Eller picked up a
victory in the two-mile run later
in the evening with a time of
9:14.0.
In the pole vault, John Caffey
of UNM tied for first with Altti
Alarotu of BYU at 15 feet, 7%
innches to set a new meet record.
Alarotu finished second to world
indoor pole vault champion Bob
Seagren on fewer misses in a
meet Friday night. Caffey's vault
was a career best.
BYU's Bob Richards, who won
the WAC mile, also won the 880
yard run to become the third
double winner in the meet. Richards ran a 1:55.6 to repeat as
WAC champion in the 880.

~

255-5381

LARGE REWARD OFFERED for return
of silver gray miniature Frencb Poodle.
Lost near UNM eampua on 'l'hnroday,
Feb. B. Anyone having informatioo concerning this pet Please call 247-9709
after 6 p.m. or 299-1666 •
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CAREER BOUND
To Dallas, New York, Hong Kong, Anywhere
We'll get you to where the action is
Call265-7611 your travel number

~-~
...... 'WCL

SERVICE.

1516 San Pedro NE

Disgust is written on the face of the listener, of-state students. The Associ.ated Students sponleft, as the speaker, far right, .dJscus~es Stokely sored the session on the Umon Mall as pai1; of
Carmicheal and the proposed tUitmn h1ke for out- the petition campaign to resist the proposed hike.

T-BIRD is a hi·fi record II II
get your copy at the

Albuquerque, N.M.

i
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union coat check room

~
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SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS!

Special Rates

IIIII?

Union Guest Area
Open to Students

Then look at manufactured graphite-one of the lesser-known substances,
though few can match its versatility.
In graphite technology, many new worlds cry out to be conquered. For
graphite has endless and growing uses-In making electric furnace steels and
foundry metals, in molds and castings, in metal fabricating, in producing
nuclear energy, in cathodic protection, in many chemical processes including
chlor-alkali electrolysis, as a refractory, in rocket motors, and In countless
other applications. No matter what your interest, graphite will lead you to it.
With us, you will be a member of a closely-knit team, not just a digit.
Responsibility and authority are quickly delegated as earned-and our steady
rate of expansion constantly creates up-the-ladder opportunities.

DIVISION, GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION-to J. o.
Fermoife, P.O. Box 667, Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302 or to l. W. Harbison,
P.O. Box 40, Morganton, N. C. 28655 or to P. A. Serchia, P.O. Box G.,
Rosamond, Calif. 93560.
We are an,equaJ

opportunity employer.

CIA Recuruiting on Campus
Provokes Minor Protests
A sign tacked to the placem~nt
center door yesterday mormng
and a challenge for a debate between students and a representative of the Central Intellige~ce
Agency, on campus today for Job
interviews, seem to be the only

on

Or, if you prefer, Write in ~trict confidence to GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

4\

r-

call243-5671 today!

Monday, Feb. 19

SHOWN At
9:20

~=-.,,.

about your clothing!
DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS Consultyourplacementoffice promptly to arrange
an interview date. A Great lakes Carbon placement advisor will be on campus ...

EASTMAN COLOR HIULTRASCOPE

~-=

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

A change in Union guest room
procedures now allows UNM stu;dents to sponsor guests or s~ay
in the second-floor rooms WhiCh
are open seven days a week to
accommodate visitors to the ~am
pus.
Formerly the area . ~as open
only to faculty- or admmlstrati?nsponsored visitm•s and the 1mmediate families of students.
Single and double. bed roo!lls
are available, furmshed w1th
desk, lamp, television, and ~est
room facilities. There are Clfht
rooms capnblc of nccommodatmg
25 guests.
.
Special 1·ates are m effect for
'.student usc. Student-sponsored
guests arc charged $6 a night fol'
a single ream and $~ '>\ightly for
double rooms. The .Prices for non5 tudent visitors are $7 and $10.SO.
The rooms may be reserved
through the information desk at
the Union.

signs of protest about the CIA
job recruiting.
Placement center Director H.
M. Campbell said a sign saying
"Let the CIA come" was found
tacked to the front do~r ~ester
'day morning. Also d1strib1;1ted
around the campus were . s1gns
challenging the representatiVe to
a debate with SDS members on
the Union Mall at 11 :30 today.
THE SIGNS APPARENTLY
appeared in response to the
scheduled appearance of Jack 0.
Houston of the CIA's personnel
division for interviews with 1.3
UNM student today and 13 Friday.
The interviewing was set to begin at 9 this morning with ~tu
dents who had requested a!l'pomtments with the CIA representative Campbell said.
The CIA circular which ~c
companied its request for an mterviewing date at the plac~ment
center said the CIA was mter•
ested in students with just about
all majors, both with bachelors
and masters degrees, for both foreign and in domestic positions.
CAMPBELL SAID HE hoped
there would be no incidents such
as those that followed the appearance of an interviewing r£lprescntutive of the Dow Chemical Corp.,
napalm manufacturers.
"I don't think the CIA man will
be able to accept the challenge to
d£lbate because he is just with
the p~rsonnel <livision, and not

violence, with its accompanying
threat to free and otderly government, which they are courting in
such irresponsible fashion.

materially increasing the danger
to all citizens by irresponsible
charges against law enforcement.
Each time an unjustified .shout of
"police brutality!" is raised, s~
ciety's safeguards are lowered Jn
terms of protection for the future.

LAST SUMMER, we witnessed
brutal rioting, the gutting of
great sectors of American cities,
and orgies of outright lawlessTHE CONTINUING assault on
ness unexampled in our national law
and order and on the moralhistory. When darkness falls, the ity which
undergirds the nation's
streets of many of our metropol- freedom is intensifying. Violence
itan areas become virtual jungles.' and brutality are prevalent. Both
It is true that perpetrators of evils mark much of the output of
vicious crimes often are appre- our entertainment media. Unexhended; nevertheless, the chances ampled filth pours from the pages
of justice prevailing app.ear to be of much of our so-called "literalessening. In instance after in- ture.''
stance felons are loosed on techniThe foregoing are by no ml'lns
calities or treated to. little more
the
sole affronts to the spirit on
than a slap on the.wrist and frced
which
our nation was founded.
to once more prowl the streets
and prey on helpless citizens. At Cunning representatives of an inthe same time, it is in::rcdib1y ternational totalitarian conspiracy
ironic that many Americans are
{Continued on page 6)

.

because you care

Stan Hill of Albuquerque Highland won a feature event open
mile over Tom Toft of Sandia
High and Tony Lucero of Del
Norte. Hill ran the mile in 4:28.5,
Web Loudat of the UNM Track
Club withdrew from the event
because of a blister.

BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace, extra
)g, garage :full:y finished wfh & a/c,
work bench I: sink. Elec kitchen,
beautiful carpets & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. Joan. Priced FHA appraisal Ap.
Prox.. $3000. will handle. can mominga
or evm after 4. p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-6865.

LOST

From his deep heart perpetually and giVing
No respite to the ever-renewing sinew.''
This nation presents an equally
agonizing picture, its great heart
ripped and tom by the hideous
vulture of lawlessness. On every
hand we see crime rates mushrooming. We are, at the same
time, witnessing two frightening
portents for the future. The first
such portent is implicit in the terrifying numbers. of vicious crimes
committed by the very young.
The second is inherent in the current effort to popularize and promote the doctrine of civil disobedience. The ominous nature of
this portent lies in the fact that
some of the indi'Viduals instigating this effort are pel'l!ons in positions of public prominence and
of stifficiimt erudition to fully understand the dreadful danger of

NEW MEX :f.::c·c:o··~

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until I :30

FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN meditnn length W",g,
iuclndiog wig case and brDBh. Worn only
3 times. Will seD for $100. can 277-3198
after 12:30 noon ll..W.F. or weekends.
2/9-15.

1966 BUICK Wildcat convertible. LiJce
new, many extras. Moat seD. 296-3681,
277-4538. 2/8-14..

Seeking an eiplanation, he ascertained how brutal are the ""punishments of· Hea'l"en." falling on
those who, while living, postpone
the expiation of their crimes.
Surely Americans must feel in
some degree they, too, are enduring the "punishments of Heaven."
Many, with much bewildered soulsearching, are seeking to learn
critic Marya Mannes, FBI Direc- · the
reasons why this great Retor J, Edgar Hoover, historian
public
is so beset by troubles.
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., civil- Why, they
asking, is this na.
right& leader Baya.rd Rustin, Fa- tion being are
ravaged by such evils
ther J011Ms J, Kavanaugh, novel- that one is reminded in Virgil's
ist Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy Gra- graphic
words of the hapless vicham and psychoanalyst Erich tim
Frqmm.)
"Whose body lies stretched
over nine acres
WHEN, in his epic wanderings,
And a great vulture with its
Aeneas crossed the "river of riphooked beak plucks
p]ing fire," the great Trojan hero
At
his ·undying liver, and
was horrified to learn of the apgripes
his entrails,
palling punishments being meted
Rich
source
of agony, mining
out in the dominion of the dead.
its every meal

FAST-FAST-FAST

Can 265-677L

ROOMMATE needed, male. Four Seasona
Apta. 207, 120 CorneD Dr. $54. per
month. One block from eampDB, c.Jl
8452. 2/12-16.

Says "America n Spirit: Steady

informed or authorized to issue
statements," Campbell sai~.
During the Dow 'Protest mterv.iewers from 12 different companies including Dow and Du
Pont Chemical, one of the large~t
makers of explosives and mumtions conducted a full schedule of
inter~ews without one student
missing an appointment, Campbell
said.
IF THERE IS a strong protest
over the appearance of the CIA
interviewer, interviews may be
scheduled off-campus as was done
at the University of Denver,
Campbell concluded.

Dr. Cutter to Speak
In Union Tomorrow
Dr. Donald C. Cutter, UNM
history professor, will speak. on
"Oral History and the AmerJCan
Indian Historical Research Project" tomorrow at 4 p.m. in room
231 D-E of the Union.
Dr. Cutter is the author of
five bool's including "Melaspina
in California." ~nd the c~-aut~or
of "The Nentmg Maps, whJCh
will be published this year. Before
coming to UNM in 1962 Dr. !Juttcr spent 11 years a~ the pmversity of Southern Cahforma.
•
The talk is sponsored by Phi
Alpha Theta, history honorary,
and is open to everyone.

Tuition Increase
"Expected Today
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
SANTA FE-The future of aii'1
higher-education financing in New
Mexico will not be known until
this session of the legislature
ends today. Budgets of all universities and colleges in the state
are dependent on the action that
the State Senate takes on House
Bill150.
Seasoned political observers
here in Santa Fe are confident
that the increase in non-resident
tuition for all state schools will
pass the Senate today as easily
as the measure was voted through
the House Monday.
THE BILL raising out-of-state
tuition for the sixth straight year
at UNM was approved in committee yesterday and will be on the
Senate floor today. Little opposition to the proposal is expected.
The House bill asked a $120-a
year increase in non-resident tuition The hike was intended to
help. make up a $1.1 million projected deficit in the state education budget. The tuition increase
will bring in a projected tuition
revenue of $432,000, of which
UNM will provide $170,000.
THE $432,000 is in .addition to
the $300,00() provided m a s:U:et.r
clause that would give state.mstitutions additional revenue if the
projected out-of-state e~r?llment
declines due to the tu1tion increase.
The projected enrollment for all
state institutions is based on the
present non-resident enrollment
rate. The legislature decreas~d
present rates by five per cen~ m
calculating next year's prOJeCtions.
In case the out-of-state enrollment is less than the five p~r
cent decrease projected, the bill
provides funds to cover the
decrease.
FOR THE 1968-69 school year
the legislature has approved a
budget of $13,963,000 for UNM.
The Board of Educational Finance had recommended $14,069,00() for UNM. The financing p~o
posal that passed the House mcludes $22 000 for establishment
of a UNM 'branch college in Gallup, N.M., and $32,000 for the
Andean study program.
The branch college is subject
to approval of a small tax levy
in the western New Mexico t:own·
The Andean study program IS an
exchange proposal to allow UNM
students and faculty members to
study in Quito, Ecuador.
The entire proposal for educational financing in the state also
includes several programs relateg
to the state's other colleges and
universities.
THE ASOCIATED Studen~s. of
UNM this week staged a pet~tJOn
campaign to persuade the leglsla,ture to defeat the proposed tuition hike. Student Senate. passed
a resolution Monday urgmg the
House "to seek alternatives for

supporting higher education in
New Mexico other than an .j~
crease in tuition." (See related
story page 1)
The UNM student lobbyists
(Continued on page 3)

Senate Opposes

Tuition \ncreose
The Student Senate yesterday
passed a resolution urging the
New Mexico legislature t<> seek
alternatives to -.n incrq;mse in
non-resident tuition fees for UNI\1
students.
A $120 a year tuition _hike for
non-residents was given a do Pl!lflll
recomrpendation by the House Appropriations Committee. Coupled
with last year's $63 hike for nonresidents the new increase would
make UNM tenth ~ighest in_ ~e
nation in non-resident tuition
charges.
.
The Student Senate resolutiOn
states that the increase could result in a lessening of out of state
enrollments and would also decrease the amount of out of state
funds spent in New Mexico.
The need for an exchange of
ideas and opinions among New
Mexican and lion-native students
is stressed in the Senate document. "The presence of a sub.stantial percentage of o~t of
state and foreign students JS e~
sential to the big? a~ademJC
standard of this Umversity SIJ.d
makes possible a vital exchange
of ideas and opinions," the resolution says.
Associated Students of UNM
printed a leaflet 'Protesting the
increase and urging .students ~0
sign a petition opposmg .the tmtion hike. The leaflet pomts out
that the increase from 1963
through 1969 would amount . to
1o3 per cent if the proposed h1ke
is enacted. Increases in ,room and
board and student fees IS already
scheduled.
•
The Student Senate resolution
concludes "This body urges the
House of' Representatives and th.e
Senate of the state of New MeXIco to amend House Bill 300. to
seek alternatives for support~ng
higher education in New }lfe~c.o
other than an increase m :&l:rition."
111111M!11111111111ftlliiiRIIBIIIIIIIIfti-IRDIIIIURIIIIlii1MRIIr

Peace Corps Here
A recruiting team for the
Peace Corps will be on campus through next week to talk
with interested students about
serving in the Corps. The team,
which includes volunteers who
have served in Iran, Ghana, and
Peru, will be available today
in the Placement Center and
will set up a booth in the U!l!on
for the rest of the reeru1tmg
drive.
111-lllllllllllllllllllmAIIIIMI
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KUNM Panel Criticizes Tuition Hike

.

NSA Seeks New Image

Patronize LOBO Advertisers ·

Apart From CIA Taint
Editor's note: One year ago today R11mparts magazine revealed
that the National Student Association had been financially subsidized and strongly influenced by the
:central Intelligence Agency. The
following is the first of a threepart series by the College Press
!Service on the NSA one year

Iaw.
,,
)

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
:J WASHINGTON-National Stu:aent Association President Ed
·Schwartz was holding a press con'ference at the Willard Hotel, two
blocks from the White House.
After he had announced that
NSA and three othel' student
groups were suing Selective Service Director Lewis B. Hershey, the
reporters began their qjlestions.
"Mr. Schwartz," asked one, "it is
a matter of public record that
your organization received funds
fl'rom the CIA. Could you tell us
!what changes have come about
~since those ties were revealed?"
Schwartz said nothing for a
r,rnoment, then grinned, "It's not
!Pnly part of the public record, it's
fi{eginning to sound like a broken
~·ecord.''

p IT IS. No matter what NSA

Though NSA had expanded its
domestic role under Sherburne
and Groves, a good deal of their
effort had been spent ending the
CIA relationship and their efforts
were fairly haphazard. Now that
the CIA mess was over with,
would NSA change its program?
The NSA officers said the anHWBl' could be yes. Left-wing
groups such as Students for a
Democratic Society didn't agree.
THE FINAL WORD was expected to come from NSA's annual National Student Congress.
More than 1200 student gathered at the University of Maryland
Aug. 13-26 for the largest NSA
Congress ever. Their answer was
partly, yes, there would be radical
changes; partly, no; and partly
that much would be left to NSA's
officers and staff.
BUT THE DELEGATES rejected numerous proposals for a major overhaul of NSA's structure,
often criticized as undemocratic.
SDS held a counter-conference
with many of the radical speakers
NSA had originally invited. But
most of the delegates found SDS's

ifBErJ goa

SJZ.OON

. Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

rholds a ·press conference about!the draft, student power, or even
student travel - some reporter
is bound to ask about the CIA.
An NSA staff member who tells
where he works knows he faces
the inevitable question, "How's
the CIA?" Some staff members
are beginning to tire of it. There
are other things NSA ought to be
known for, they say.
That's true, yet NSA is still
not averse to using the notoriety
it gained from the CIA revelations
'to get publicity for its other activities. NSA now means something- to most people and the initials capture the attention of busy
newspaper readers.
Nor is that reporter's question
-what effect has the disclosure
of the CIA ties had? - an unimportant one. The impact has been
significant.
THE PUBLIC FffiST became
aware of NSA's secret benefactor
on the morning of February 14,
1967, in a Ramparts magazine ad
on page 31 of The New York
Times. The story unfolded that
day and for the next several days
on the front page of The Times
and the rest of the nation's newspapers. Until 1965 NSA had received about S<t per cent of its
:funds from the Central Intelligence Agency with the complete
knowledge of top NSA officers.
NSA staff members had provided
the CIA with information on stud~nt groups in other countries.
In the fall of 1965 NSA's new
president, Phil Sherburne, had begun the process of ending the
relationship. He began cutting
back NSA's reliance on CIA
money, searching for other sources
of funding. Sherburne's successor,
W. Eugene Groves, finished the
liquidation of the relationship.
NSA now makes a full public accounting of its income, and Sol
Stern, who wrote the original
Ramparts article, agrees that
there is no indication that NSA
is receiving any more CIA funds.
BUT IN THE ensuing weeks
and months it became clear that
the predictions of NSA's death
were wrong, or at least premature. Only one school, Brandeis
U.t~"iversity, dropped out of the
organization and NSA membership has grown from 285 on Feb.
14, 1967, to 335 on Feb. B, 1968.
As it became clear NSA was
going to live for a while, the
significant issue began to emerge,
When the CIA was providing
most of NSA's income, the Ol'ganization's real constituency was the
CIA. It had little to do with the
real lives of American students.

Mr. G's Pizza
is Fresh Pizza
30 Minutes to any

Your Co-ed

SWEETHEART Ring
Elegant enough for all occasions

NEW
Co-Ed SWEETHEART
Ring
· Created By John Roberts

NOW AVAILABLE AT

Associated Students Bookstore

will a job with
LTV Aerospace
make you more exciting,
~ught after,

Car Registration
Ruling Is Changed

and wise?
Why shouldn't you enjoy the good things of
life when you're out to conquer the universe?
Sound far fetched? It's not. 0 Your first job
with LTV Aerospace sets you on a path that
can lead you almost anywhere you want to go.
0 LTV Aerospace Corporation makes products, of
course. 0 The A-7- F-8- Gama Goat- MACVLance-Sea Lance-Scout-prime subcontract structurals for the 747 and the SST. That's a few. Design,
development and production require systems engineering with enormously diversified capabilities. 0
At LTV Aerospace those capabilities are being examined in terms of the total environmental picture
- sea, land, air, space and outer space- in ocean
sciences - high mobility ground vehicles - missile systems - military and commercial aircraft,
V/STOL- launch vehicles- extra vehicular
activity research and development. These are
today's spheres of action at LTV Aerospace.
They are the frontiers of tomorrow. 0 A representative of LTV Aerospace Corporation
will visit your campus soon. Talk to him.
Talk specifics about programs, assignments,
duties, salaries. Then, talk futures. Ask
questions about where your first job can
take you. 0 He'll have answers for you,
and they won't be vague generalities.
He'll show you where LTV Aerospace
Corporation is heading in the total environmental adventure, an dhow you fit in.
0 You could find yourself getting pretty
excited about it. And that's a darned good
way to feel about your first job.
College Relations Office, LTV Aerospace
Corporation, P. 0. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas
75222. An equal opportunity employer.

CONNIE COAN, Hokona Muneca House president and a non-

Tuition Increases
Predicted Todoy

Listen to KUNM

as a reason for the tuition hike
by Lobo Reporter Bill Sullivan.
PANELISTS AGREED that the
rate increase appears to be a
stop-gap measure by the legislature and would be harmful to the
University.
Bakas urged listeners to wire,
write, or call State Sen. Harold
L. Runnels, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, to oppose
the passage of the increase.

I
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DICK FOWLER

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

c

N?t a te_lltale smudge rem_ains ..A special surface permits qutck and easy erastng With an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes
At Stationery Departments.
•

BSME, U. of California,
joined Bethlehem's
1964 Loop Course.
Assigned to the
maintenance and
engineering departments
of our South San Francisco
Plant, Dick handles
assignments throughout
the plant. A typical project
was designing and
supervising installation
of a complex hydraulic
mechanical transfer
system.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
.
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

Only Eaton makes Corrasable~
EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

Impala VB Sport Coupe, 4-Door Sedan and
Station Wagons-equipped with beauty and
protection extras-are yours to
choose from. Save money, too,
ordering custom feature packages
like power st~ering and brakes.

You've got nothing to gain
. by settling for less car.
(not even money)

BEST!

RENT
A

TUX!

'68 Chevelle-Prices start lower
than any other mid-size car's.

$6.50

Sized to your needs, both in 112"
and 116" wheelbases, Chevelle
delivers big-Chevy ride and comfort
in a mid-size car at your kind of price.

COMPLETE
OUTFIT

'68 Camaro-lowest priced of all
leading sportsters.

Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,

Sporty like Corvette, yet with family-style
room. Features like Astro Ventilation and a
327-cu.-in. standard VB. No wonder Camaro's
popularity is growing faster than any other
sportster's in the Industry.

Handke~chief,

Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Bouttonnlere.
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Now you can "customize" your Camaro

$10.00

with bold new striping, mag-spoke wheel
covers, a spoiler out back, new "houndstooth" upholstery plus four new colors for
Camaro: Corvette Bronze, British Green,
Rallye Green and Le Mans Blue.
Be smart. Be sure. Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's,

S. ~
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(Continued from page 1)
were in Santa Fe Monday and
Tuesday but the lawmakers were
not swayed by their opposition to
the tuition increase. However,
united efforts here and on campus
opposing the increase will continue today.
Several legislators said they
had received telegrams from students at UNM opposing the tuition increase and said they were
taking these protests under advisement.

LOOK YOUR

CAMPUS INTERVmWS

8U88fi:'IA#IIf'Y

resident, expressed mixed feel-'
ings. She said she thought the increase may be justified but that
it is dis~riminatory for non-residents to absorb the entire amoun't.
All students are here for an edu.
cation and there is justification
for a resident differential but the
proposed amount is too much and
too soon, she said.
The state legislature's failure
to come up with a solid educational finance plan was proposed

IN THE WESTERN states, including schools in the Western
Athletic Conference, New Mexico
is presently nineth in non-resident tuition t•ates. The new hike
would raise UNM to fifth.

The State Senate Tuesday passed a resolution exempting out-ofstate students from a New Mexico law which requires nonresidents to register motor vehicles
within 00 days after cntm•ing the
state.
The new bill, previously approved by the House, allows nonresident students engaged in a
full-time course of study at any
university within the state to
pperatc their vehicles without
registering them with the Motor
:vehicle Department. The nonl"esident student must display
current license plates from his
home state and a nonresident
sticlwr to be issued by the university.
"These students are paying outof-state tuition and fees and
should have some relief somewhere," said Joseph R. Skeen
(Rep., Otero-Lincoln).
The question of nonresident student registration arose last November when a group of college
students presented the problem
to former State Motor Vehicle
Commissioner Robert Salazar.
Salazar obtained a ruling from
the state attorney general's office
which was unclear until yesterday.

healthy, wealthy

A

said. Dillon said the feeling is
that if non-residents get tuition
increase this year then the door
is open for a resident increase
next year.

THE PANEL pointed out the
need for out-of-state and international students at UNM. Tom
Dillon, KUNM news director, said
that about hl).lf of the Lobo athletic teams are made up of nonresidents. The cultural contributions of non-New Mexican students were called important in
the over-all educational picture.
TODAY IN THE Senate the
The speakers expressed concern major opposition to the financing
that the higher cost would pro- proposals in House bill 15<t is exhibit many prospective non-resi- pected to come from Bernalillo
dents from coming to UNM.
· county Senator William Sego.
The proposed new rate would Sego was not available for combring out-of-state tution costs to ment yesterday, but UNM officials
$1038 a year.
anticipated his opposition to
Dillon spent the afternoon in- various portions of the state fiterviewing students on the issue nancing bill.
and said that at least 70 per cent
Lobbyists expressed concern
of those interviewed objected to late Tuesday that Sego might opit. Resident students were just as pose portions of the UNM budget,
opposed as the out-of-staters, he bnt this will not be !mown until
the bill is debated in the Senate.
The Associated Students are
Students Exempt
concerned with the tuition increase because of the relationship
of UNM's rates to those of other
majo1• institutions in the county.

The

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night
to Live Band

By BILL SULLIVAN
Increasing non-resident tuition
rates at UNM was compared to
taking aspirin for arthritis by
John Balms, director of the UNM
International Center, during a
KUNM · panel discussion last
night. Bakas objected to the timing of the increase and said that it
constitutes an "overdose" when
added to last year's rate hike.
D1·. Harold Lavende1·, vicepresident for student affairs
voice~ concern that the ~120 ~
year mc1·ease may set a pattern
for future tuition hikes. He said
that by increasing the price in
two successive years it may make
it easier for the legislature to
keep increasing it. "The trend is
what we ought to be concerned
with," he said.

For CO-EDS Only

abolish NSA position irreleva.nt.
They gav:e just a short shift to
proposals that NSA change to a
system of individual students
(rather than student governments), be members of NSA, as
was advocated by outgoing President Groves, and that NSA form
a system of local and regional
"grass roots student unions," advocated by incoming President
Schwartz. By five' votes they elected Schwartz, an NSA veteran,
president over Sam Brown, who
advocated NSA emphasia on ending the war in Viet N am.
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Lett·ers
Dear Editor:
Although the appearance of
Stokely Carmichael at UNM appears to · be a moot point, the
UNM Chapter of Sigma Delta.
Chi, professional journalistic society, felt it necessary to pass the
following resolution on Wednesday Jan. 17, before Mr. Carniichael's canceiiation. We let it
stand as record:
The scheduled appearance of
Stokely Carmichael at the University of New Mexico campus has
been criticized by individuals and
groups both on and off campus.
Sigma Delta Chi, the society of
journalists, is unalterably opposed
to any attempt to abridge the
rights granted under the Constitution and statutes of the United
States and any efforts to suppress
the exercise of those rights.
The UNM chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi unanimously expresses
its unfailing support of the Associated Students Speaker's Committee in its attempts to bring
speakers to campus, including Mr.
Carmichael, on issues of vital intl:!rest not only to every college
student, but to every American.
Robert E. Storey
UNM chapter president,
Sigma Delta Chi

'Look to Jesus'
Dear Editor:
In Friday's New Mexico Lobo
there appeared a statement issued by the Board of Governors
for Mesa Vista Dormitory.
The
simplistic,
supposedly
"Christian" attitude expressed
within this statement was utterly
disgusting--how does Mesa Vista's forty foot tall Christmas tree
compare with national and local
political and social problems.?
The statement by the Board of
Governors for Mesa Vista DormiWry seemed not only a direct at-tack on Students for a Democratic
Society, but also an attack on
anything of political-social interest and on the intellectualism of
the university community.
.
Even though SDS may be a
minority on this campus the :POl- icies and platforms it espouses
should be of interest to any person who considers himself at all
aware (and at least every college
and university student should). A
great deal of knowledge is obtained--'Or should be obtainedby students outside of the classroom. If the necessary voice of
dissent represented by SDS and
other groups in the peace and resistance movements is stifled a
·basic of the educational process
w.UI have been murdered.

Letters are wel~omP. fl ... 1
shoold be no longer than 250
words
typewritten.
double
spaced. Name; telephone number and address must be included, although name will be
withheld upon requer3t...

This may seem a rather scathing attack on those who :Promoted the Mesa Vista statement
-it is meant to be! The insidious,
childish remarks presented by the
MVD Board of Governors are repulsive and insulting (re: "The
time has come to speak of many
things, not just unshaven "people.").
To the purportedly "civic-minded" Board of Governors for Mesa
Vista Dormitory: "May the baby
Jesus close your mouths and open
your minds."
Jerry Wesser

Clarify Story
Dear Editor:
This is an attem:Pt to set
straight the mishmash of information appearing in last Monday's Lobo and pertaining to my
case coming before the Student
Standards Committee. When the
Lobo reporter interviewed me
there were two things which I
made clear to him that I did not
wish to discuss.
The first was my feeling at the
time of the interview whether or
not there was still reason to believe that there had been a case
of dishonesty. My decision whether to file charges as outlined in
the faculty Handbook is open and
will remain so until the time
comes for me to make an official
response to the Committee.
Furthermore I told the report-er that extraneous information
such as the student's affiliation
was not a topic which I cared to
discuss. This information was obtained from another source and
not from the interview.
With the exception of the penultimate paragraph of the article,
none of the material in quotation
marks is really a direct quote but
rather these remarks were a summary of what the reporter
thought he had obtained from the
interview.
Although there are no quotation marks in the last ·paragraph
of the article, the inane remark
attributed to me was not mine
but evidently was concocted by a
hasty copy editor.
Chester R. Crain, Jr.

SDS Regional Secretary
Speaks Out on Stokely
Carmichael
Dear Editor:
I would like to correct a misconception that, mostly because I was
unclear, .crept into Bob Storey's
account of the SDS Statement of
Principles. Our use of La Raza,
the people, does not :refer to the

NO TWO £NOINFLAKE£
ARE AI..IKC., ~H. f

tlllGI fAt<S A

c9ANDSRAI
THESE' FOUR
BAI31E.S.
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Chicano student and yputh group
being organized on the UNM campus. It rather refers to the Mexican peoples of the southwest as
a distinct national group.
We have chosen its use because
it seems to be the one term acceptable to all Mexican-Americans
throughout the southwest-and
because it is used by those radical,
militant, and progressive move~
ment:s among the Mexican people,
be they MAYO in San Antonio,
MAP A in California, the Alianza
here, the Crusade for Justice in
Denver, or Quinto Sol in Berkeley.
, We further indicated that we
support all militant, radical, and
revolutionary forces among La
Raza, the Mexican people . . . in
this sense we are willing to assist,
work with, or support the group
locally which has chosen to use
the term "La Raza" as its organizational name.
One further point--as field secretm·y of SDS: I want to go on
record supporting the appearance
on this campus of our black
brother, one of the greatest living Americans, Stokely Carmichael, on the third anniversary
of the murder of Malcolm X (Feb.
21).
It is fitting that Stokely should
speak on that day-and should
do so on this campus one week to
the day after an appearance by
Malcolm's murderers, the CIA.
(There has been a wealth of research by black militants and
others since Malcolm was gunned
down in 1965 to indicate that his
murder was the work of the CIA
-see "The Realist," February,
1967, Eric Norden's article).
Nor is that the only fitting reason. Given the usual arguments
about freedom of speech, I would
like to add one more-in relation
to the CIA.
Stokely Carmichael is not only a
spokesman for the black people
in America, he is one of the leading spokesmen of the third world
and of the world revolutionary
movement. As such he is only being provided equal time to answer, as it were, the arch-enemy of
the peoples of the world, the CIA.
They come to recruit for murder, assassination (witness Sen.
Eugene McCarthy's indictment of
the CIA in January, 1964), and
suppression of popular movements.
Stokely comes to speak in the
name of and for these popular
movements, and to move people to
an active support for the movements of liberation at home and
abroad.
If all the honey-tongued liberals
are serious about "free speech"
they will be in the vanguard of
those demanding equal time for
Stokely to tell the other side.
James A. Kennedy

Is the Records Office
Negilgent?
Dear Editor:
When I received my grade slip
for last semester I noticed that I
was credited with approximately
18 credit hours less than I have
taken. Naturally, I got on the
phone to the records office as
quickly as possible.
It turns out that the machines
at the Data Processing Center
had made wholesale errors in
handling this semester's grades. I
was told that the records office
was being flooded with inquiries
about mistakes on grade slips.
But I was assured that, in my
case, there was no problem, since
the correct total of hours I had
taken was already on record.

TO THE

I assumed, naturally enough,
that, within a day or so, the records office would come out with an
announcement stating that this
semester's grade slips were invalid and that· new ones would be
issued in the near future. But
such has not been the case.
A:IJparently if a student is
aware of a mistake in the record-

ing of his. grades, he may complain and have it corrected. If
on the other hand the student does
not catch an . adverse . error he
simply suffers. Evidently the
records office is content to leave
this matter the way it is. Is not
this office negligent in not reprocessing this semester's grades?
Thomas Walker

lQue Pasa?
By GREG MaeALEESE
For many months now the outstanding intellects in New Mexico have been attempting to solve
one of the state's most critical
problems ... how to attract more
tourists.
This has all been done in the
strictest secrecy, as witnessed by
the lack of ideas that have leaked
out to the public.
In fact, even I didn't know
what was going on until just the
other day when I happened to
bump into the governor's public
relation~> man. He seemed to be
greatly preoccupied with some
problem so I went over to see
what was the matter.

* * ,.
"Problems? Boy oh boy, do I
have problems," be said. "Do you
know what those idiots in the
State Planning Department have
come up with as an idea for promoting t.ourism in our state?
You'll never guess in a million
years.''
"Gosh," I said, "could it be our
Indian pueblos that literally dot
our state's landscape? Or could
it be the beautiful scenery that is
so striking and rugged and then
pretty and subtle at the same
time? Or maybe our tramway?"
"No, no, no. Those things are
already there," he said. · "How
can the state promote something
that is already there? Hell, people can see for themselves. They
don't need a bunch of people
pointing these things out to them.
No, our state's selling point is
the state legislature."

,. *

+

"How can the legislature be a
selling point," I asked. "Every
state in the Union has one, don't
they?"
"Of course," he said, "but no
state has a government quite like
ours. I mean • . • look for yourself. No other state has a governor like David Cargo. • . .''
"No other state would ever
HAVE a governor like Mr. Cargo," I interrupted.
He gave me a withering look
and said, "That's beside the point,
young man. Actually the biggest
problem the state planners are
having is not with the great
amount of material that is in the
state government, but in how to
channel this material.

* * *

"Since we are going to offer
the legislature as a tourist attraction, the first problem the
planners had was to rename the
state house. I mean, if there is a
more stereotyped name for a
state house it is 'state house.'
Right? Well we worked at this
for a long time. One young man
in the planning department came
up with 'The House of Fools,' you
know as a parody of that great
motion picture 'The Ship o£
Fools.' He's now a £oreman on

•.. J GAID NO T'WO ARS ALIK~.
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one of the state's road construction gangs.
"Another guy came up with
one . . . 'The Big House' ..• but
as you know that has a connotation of a prison and we certainly
don't want people to thing that
our state government is crooked,
now do we?" he asked.
"Heavens to Betsy, no," I answered dutifully.
"But I was overruled . . • and
so now the place is called 'The
Big House,' and underneath the
name is a small engraving saying 'Beware ye all that enter
here.' This is a private little joke
that the legislators will have on
the people . • . because only they
know that the 'Big House' is
really falling apart and is liable
to collapse at any moment.''
"I had heard rumors about
that," I said.
"Now the only problem we are
having is now to devise a script
that will do the legislature justice. I mean, we do have some
marvelous actors up there.''

Groups Support U. Free
Speech
The following statement has
been signed unanimously by the
regul!ir faculty and teal!hing assistants of the sociology dep!irtment:
We, the undersigned members
of the sociology department,
wholeheartedly support the principle of the autonomy of the Associated Student of UNM in
choosing their speakers. Regardless of our opinions of Stokely
Carmichael, we hold the students'
choice of him is fully in keeping
with the tradition of the university as an intellectual community
open to a dialogue on any issue.
Patricia A. Bolton
Lois C. Dilatush
JackL. Dyer
Morris A. Forslund
George J. Gore
JoAnn Major
Maria T. Marques
Harold C. Meier
Mary Riege
Richard F. Tomasson
Charles E. Woodhouse
The following resolution was
passed unanimously at the regular
departmental meeting of the economies department, Thursday,
10:30 a.m., January 18, 1968:
We, the economics faculty,
wish to express without qualification confidence in the present University policies with reference to
off-campus speakers. This policy
assures to the University speakers
expressing a wide range of views
which is in the tradition of the
finest universities. We also wish
to indicate our appreciation for
the strong stand taken regarding
free speech on this campus by both
the administration and the student leaders.
Sanford Cohen
Ralph d'Onge
Calvin De Pass
Micha Gisser
David Hamilton
Paul Jonas
Tracy W. Murray
Alfred L. Parker
Donald G. Tailby
Paul T.. Therkildsen
Nathaniel Wollman
Joan Sato

* * ,.
"Well what have you worked
out," I asked.
"So far the only things that I
have come up with arc so way out
that no one will believe them.
That's why I was so worried
when you met me. I mean who
could believe that a respected
body of legislators would take
time out from their busy schedule to draft a resolution censuring UNM for inviting some militant rabble rouser to its campus?"
"Well the rumor is that the
legislature has found time to be
heavy on its hands.''
"Yes, that's true," he said, "but
the plot gets even more way out.
At the height of all this controversy, a representative gets up
. . . someone like Bobby Mayfield
. . . and offers this rabble-rouser
a pile of money just to stay
away.''

TO THE

ed activism of .any conserv11tive
would be abs.urd, here or anywhere else. But, obviously this
cannot be my feeling.
There seem to be no lack of substantive issues which are, so to
speak "up," but rather a way of
articulating them in a manner
which encourages the development
of a broad "movement." The issues of the day are extremely
compelling to virtually everyone,
whether he attempts to join a
"political" group or not. The facts
of world-wide communist imperialism, the moral collapse of the
churches and the concomitant degeneration of much of the communitiy plainly are issues of
depth and firm meaning.
Yet it is nearly impossible to
make these issues seem important
to those persons who, while somewhat bemused, asume that nothing is really too bad until their
own ox is gored. When a number
of oxes are gored simultaneously,
as in the Kennedy era, we have a
movement.
Yet it seems that also there is
a general lack of charisma as
well, on the leadership front. Often a catalytic force is needed
which crystallizes opinion into an

"activism" of some scope. Until
events conspire with some person
who has a grasp of the implications of them, there will be little
in the way of "activism" on the
right. The left, which needs no
cogent issue or event to precipitate its special brand of paranoia
is able to travel on its own philosphical errors, in season and out.
Hence the apparent continuity of
the left, from the earliest days of
Marx to the present, since its
"activism'' is built-in and a ·part
of the whole general view of mistaken "reality" which ideologues
assume in joining the left. The
left will make more news than the
right, in so far as journalists
are concerned, because of its very
nature and composition. But this,
it seems to me, is also an effective index of its essential triviality and aimlessness.
Tim Hunter

Mr. s•s Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any

Dorm.

FLY TTA

CITGO

ClTIES SERVICE OIL COMPANY

CITGO- Trademark Citie$ Servic~ Oil Company,
subsidiOfY of Cities Service Company.
An equal

opportunity employer
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(By the authOT of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" 1
"Dobie Gillis1" etc.)

MORNINGS AT SEVEN ••• AND
THERE'S NOTHING YOU CAN DO
ABOUT IT

1/3 OFF
REGULAR APPLICABLE
ONE-WAY FARE

New York City

Fellowships Open
In Fashion School

Would you be interested in
teaching in DOWNEY, California next Fall? If so, write to
Mr. Moore, Hilton Hotel, Albuquerque (hold for arrival) requesting an interview on February 24 or 25, and giving
your local telephone number
where you can be contacted
on those days.

February· 21, 22, 1968

2. Breakfast properly.

Dear Editor:
I fear I may be misunderstood
for my quoted remarks in a recent
article on student "activism" by
Mr. Herron. Apparently he
thought I meant there were no
issues on which to base a rightwing movement on the compus.
If that were so I think the so-call-

c

CAMPUS INTERV

I assert that a Personna shave is the best of all possible
shaves. But I do not assert that a Personna shave, bracing though it may be, is enough to prepare you for the
hideous forenoon ahead. After shaving you must eat an
ample breakfast.
Take, for example, the case of Basil Metabolism, a sophomore at V.M.I. Basil, knowing there was to be an inspection by the Commandant one morning, prepared by storing up energy. He recognized that coffee and juice would
not sustain him, so he had a flitch of bacon, a clutch of
eggs, a batch of bagels, a notch of ham, a bunch of butter,
a swatch of grits, a hutch of honey, a patch of jelly, a
thatch of jam, a twitch of pepper, and a pinch of salt.

Hunter Defends
Conservatives

The Tobe-Coburn School for
Fashion Careers in New York
City is offering four full-tuition
fellowships to senior women graduating before Aug. 31.
Each fellowship includes the
full tuition of $1750 for the oneyear course, which includes specialized training to provide a broad
background for any phase of distribution influenced by fashion.
Registration blanks may be obtained from the Dean of Women,
UNM Placement Center or by
writing to the Fashion Fellowship Secretary, Tobe - Coburn
School for Fashion Careers, Ltd.,
851 Madison Ave., New York
10021.

GRADUATES

Any man who says morning is the best time of day is
either a liar or a meadow lark.
There is only one way to make morning enjoyable:
sleep till noon. Failing that, ~he very best you can do is ~o
make morning tolerable. This, I am pleased to report, IS
possible if you will follow three simple rules :
1. Shave properly.
By shaving properly I mean ~having q?fietly. _Don't _use
a blade that whines and complams. Mornmg bemg a time
of clanger and anger, use a blade that neither clangs nor
angs. Use a blade that makes no din on your chin, no
squeak on your cheek, no howl Oil, your jowl, no rip on
your lip, no waves while it shaves. Use, in short, Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades.
I have been shaving for 71 years (not too impressive
until one considers that I am 49 years old) and I am here
to tell you that the quietest blade I know is Personna. I not
only shave with Personna, but I also admire it. Old virtues reappear in Personna; old values are reborn. Personna is a modest blade, an undemanding blade. Personna
does not rasp and tug, yelling, "Hey, lookit me!" No, sir,
not Personna! Silently, respectfully, unobtrusively, Personna whisks your whiskers with nary a whisper. It
shucks your soil and stubble without toil and trouble.
Why, you hardly know it's there, this well-bred Personna
blade, this paragon of punctilio.
Moreover, this crown of the blade-maker's art, this
epitome of epidermal efficacy, is available both in Doubleedge style and Injector style. Do your kisser a favor: get
some.
·

JUST $3 A
·YEAR TO

• • *

"I can see your problem," I
said. "The state legislators are
liable to offer someone like Bobby Mayfield a pile of money just
to stay away from the state legislature.''
"Precisely. But that's not the
best yet. The best part comes at
a Lincoln Day Republican banquet where someone like Walter
Judd has been invited to speak.
Well, the script calls for two noted Republicans to start a fight. I
was thinking of having someone
like Tom Clear, who is running
for State Attorney General, and
maybe Ed Foreman participate in
the ruckus. Wild huh?"
"Well," I said skeptically, "the
whole thing has possibilities, but
who would you get to believe
something as wild and as wayout as that?"

EDITOR

CONFIRMED
any flight, any day, including HOLIDAYS

UNLIMITED TRAVEL

The idea was right; the quantities, alas, were not. When
the Commandant arrived, Basil, alas, was so torpid that
he could not raise his bloated arm in a proper salute. He
was, of course, immediately shot by a firing squad. Today,
a perforated man, he earns a meagre living as a collander
in Cleveland.

anywhere within the TTA six state domestic system

YOUTH FARE ID CARDS-JUST $3.:gR
TTA Youth Fare Cards are available
to all young adults, 12 to 22, and
are good on most other airlines.

3. Readproperl'b.

TTA Also Honors Youth Fare Cards From All Other Airline..

CLIP•THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY:
Accounting Department, TTA
P. o. Box 50188
Houston, Texas 77000

r- -

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Application FOr Youthf"a..ei'dentificatfciii Card- (PLEASE PRINT)

Alii

Applicant's Name

~~
City

State

::a:t:::lng

Date

Height

Color Eyes

Weight

Card No. Issued
Issued By

of 22nd Birthday

Date

Color Halt
At

Exp. Data

Card Holder's Signature

L- "!!!.
I

·

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
J

*
~
I
AJ!!N~I!!!_THl_~ T~H~ ~.--l
Application Must Be Accompanied by $3.01

Always read the paper at breakfast. It inhibits bolting.
But do not read the front page. That is full of bad, acidmaking news. Read a more pleasant part of the paperthe Home and Garden section, for example.
For instance, in my loeal paper, The Westport Peasant,
there is a delightful column called "Ask Harry Homespun" which fairly bristles with bucolic wisdom and
many an earthy chuckle. I quote some questions and
answers:

Q: I am thinking of buying some power tools. What
should I get first'!
A: Hospitalization.
Q: How do yougetrid of moles'!
A: Pave the lawn.
Q: What is the best way to put a wide car in a narrow
garage?
A: Butter it.
Q: What do you do for elm blight?
A: Salt water gargle and bed rest.
Q: What can I do for dry hair?
A: Getawethat.

* * *

@ 1968, lla:o: Shulman

Per11onna'11 partner in 11having comfort ill Burma·
Shave, regular or menthol. Togeeher, Personna and
Burma-Shave make a t:Omiderable t:Ontribution toward
forenoon survivaL

I
~
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A merion Spirit

(Continued from page 1)
are. ~ranted the broadest opportunities to subvert the minds of
youthful students before standards of judgment, derived from
a basis of knowledge and experience, can be formed. In the area
of the home, increasing numbers
of parents are abdicating. their
responsibilities in terms of 'financial SUJ:Iport, discipline, and moral training. In many instances
.
permissiveness
has supplanted'
parental authority with disastrous results. Traditional American attitudes of self-reliance and
independence are weakening in
the face of increasing demands
summed up in the words "something for nothing." Whole groups
of young people are rejecting
their responsibilities in a pitiable
:flight from reality too often leading to drugs, degradation, and
death.

.

WHAT, THEN, of America's
future ? As the dark flood of
crime and corruption rolls forward, will we be inundated? Will
the silt of subversion being poured over our young people permanently stain them, blotting out.
forever that in our national life
which has served as a spiritual
beacon to the world since our beginning? Will we give the lie to
the poet who, in the very year
that George Washington was
concluding 45 years of dedicated
service to our country, exclaimed
"If all Europe were to become ~
prison, America would still present a loophole of escape; and,
God be praised! That loophole is
larger than the dungeon itself"?
WILL WE-will this generation-reject the tremendous challenge inherent in the very word
American? Will our citizens supinely suffer the spiritual light
glowing forth from that "loophole" to be snuffed out and, with
the death of this Republic, permit
our great land to be transformed
into a dungeon?
I do not believe that we shall.
I am convinced that the heart and
spirit of this nation are sound
and good. 1 believe one day the
verdict of history will reveal that,
in the main, today's Americans
rose magnificently to meet a
series of most formidable challenges.
DO NOT misunderstand me.
The threats to the survival of our
Republic l'ecorded in the preceding paragraphs are real and
frightening. They exist. They are
ugly. No citizen can fail to feel
the terrible effects stemming
from them without concern, and
strong and positive measures
must be taken to meet their challenge. But, while I in no sense
want to minimize the danger inherent in such threats, I believe
they tend to obscure the superb
record which our nation can hold
forth with pride to all the world.
WHAT OF THE vast percentage of our sound young citizens
who do not violate the law?
What of our great preponderance of mature, self-respecting
students who go to school to
study and learn?

Air Force Cadets
Honor Snow Queen
UNM will be represented at the
Santa Fe Festival Feb. 16 and
17 by 17 cadets from the UNM
AFROTC unit who will form an
honor guard coronation ceremonies f01· the Snow Queen.
The coronation will be held
Friday evening at the La Fonda
Hotel. The cadets will also march
!n a parade the following mornmg.
give your clothes
Sanitone
Professional caret

Call 243-5671
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Steadfast, Says Hoover

IS

What of the· unrivaled generosity this nation has displayed in
see~ing to help underdeveloped
natiOns become self-sustaining?
Foremost of all, what of the
magnificent record being written
by those superb young Americans
in distant swamps and jungles
who seek to keep the totalitarian
juggernaut of communism from
sweeping over the earth ?
TO ME, the foregoing are only
a few indications. that the spirit
of America is basically sound. I
do not believe that the vast majority of Americans have changed
greatly from that day when
Washington, referring to a confederation of states under · the
proposed Constitution, wrote to
Sir Edward Newenham " . . . the
information and morals of our
Citizens appear to be peculiarly
favourable for the introduction
of such a plan of government.''
Do Americans of today know
enough and are they morally
sound enough to continue the
great experiment which the
Founding Fathers launched so
long ago?
Only the verdict of history can
determine the answer. I am hopeful.

warning of an ambassador, returning to his home in the Far
East after many years in America. He urged, "Never forget,
Americans, that yours is a spiritual country.'' He went on to add
that he recognized the fact that
we were also practical in our capacity to build skyscrapers, factories and arsenals. It was obvious, however, he did not believe
our real strength was to be found
in practical things. Writing in a
weekly magazine, he said:
"But underlying everything
else is the fact that America
began as a God-loving, Godfearing,
God- worshipping
people, knowing that there is
a spark of the Divine in each
one of us. It is this respect
for the dignity of the human
spirit which makes America
invincible. May it always endure . . . May God keep you
always-and may you always
keep God."
We now and then forget that
the privilege of being an Ameri-

can carries with it a special responsibility and a unique challenge. When we ignore the charge
to posterity made by those early
Americans, we flounder and stum·
ble. When we turn from the spiritual fountains, we falter and
fail.
THE EVILS ripping at the
heart of America today are surface symptoms no citizen dare
ignore. They are, in very truth,
"punishments of Heaven," for
their ultimate source is to be
found in the neglect of spiritual
duties. But, I repeat, they are sur-

face symptoms, and, for a determined people, they may lend
themselves to mitigation and control.
Our American ideals remain untouched. Our national purpose is
wholly selfless. The reservoirs of
faith from which this great nation drinks in time of trial are
undiminished. In the fact of immense burdens and overwhelming
responsibilities, the American
spirit is strong and steadfast and
courageous. That spirit will endure.
Thursday: Bayard Rustin assesses the American Spirit.

KING OF HEARTS at the A WS-sponsored dance next Friday, Feb.
16, will receive the trophy held by Teri Johnson, left, while the two
runners-up will win the trophies held by Cathy Kils. Voting and crown·
ing of the king will take place at the 9 p.m. dance in the Union Ballroom, following a 7 p.m. concert by the Stone Poneys in Johnson Gym.
Candidates for King of Hearts are being sponsored by all men's organizations on campus.

Come and ask your questions, needle us,
we can take it. Can you?

Earthquakes Top
Engineering Tolks

Five Points Community Church
1520 Bridge Blvd. S.W.
Feb. 14-18, Wed-Sunday at 7:00 p.m.

ENGINEERS

SCIENTISTS

GROW
WITH. • •

l
'

U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND ... the World's largest research, development, test
and evaluation activity with 150,000 employees at over 30 Nationwide locations from
coast to coast quietly going about the business of being first.

If YOU WANl
CHALLENGE- FUTURE- GROWTH- OPPORTUNITY

And you think a bright young scientist or engineer should
expect •••
An Outstanding Professional Climate
Rapid Career Advancement

A Total "FRINGE" Package
The Best in Facilities and Equipment

Fourteen candidates are running for 1968 King of Hearts at
UNM. Election and crowning of
the king will take place during
the dance in the UniQJt Ballroom
at 9 p.m. Friday following the
Stone Poneys concert in Johnson
Gym.
Candidates for King of Hearts
are: Ron Nelson, Coronado Hall;
Steve Hines, Kappa Alpha; Drew
Melnick, Onate Hall; Coleman
Travelstead, Circle K; Don Dixon,
Phi Sigma Kappa; Gary Cone, Pi
Kap:Pa Alpha; Briggs Cheney,
Phi Delta Theta; Greg Magnuson, Phi Gamma Delta; Arthur
Baxter, Alpha Phi Omega; Gary
Ey, Lambda Chi Alpha; Ken
Warren, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Jerry Pollard, Mesa Vista Hall;
Jay Harwdick, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Ion; and Ron Harris, Sigma Chi.
Admission to the dance will be
75 cents per person and $2 for
both the Stone Poneys concert and
King of Hearts dance. Music for
the dance will be ·provided by the
Bits and Pieces.
· The contest is sponsored by the
Associated Women Students of
UNM and chairman for the event
is Teri Johnson.

NONRELIGIOUS STUDENTS
ATTENTION

THIS NATION has encountered real difficulty only when it has
strayed from its ·spiritual beginnings. I can never forget the

lXI
lXI
lXI
lXI

Fourteen Battle
For Hearts King

The
Conference on Christ and Man
in the 20th Century
is for you.

lXI
lXI
lXI
IX)

Guaranteed Job Stability
Excellent Graduate Study Programs
An Opportunity to Contribute
An Unlimited Range of Assignments

\

Ea1·thquakes will be the focus
of discussion at the Friday and
Saturday conference of the New
Mexico section of the American
Society of Civil Engineers at Albuquerque's Western Skies (Feb.
16 and 17).
Registration opens 1 p.m. Friday, and the first technical sections start at 1:45.
Dr. Cornie Hulsbos, head of
civil engineering department at
the University of New Mexico,
will preside at the conference
meetings.
..
Dr. Stuart A. Northrop, UNM
professor of geology, wm discuss
New Mexico's earthquake record
at the first meeting Friday afternoon. John A. Gilligan, manager
of special technical services fo:t'.S. Steel Corporation at Pittsburgh, Pa., will speak on "Structural Damage Caused by the
Alaskan and Caracas Earthquakes.''
After a coffee break, UNM civil engineering professor Marion
M. Cottrell will discuss "Elements of Structural Design for
Earthquakes.''
At the 6:30 p.m. Friday banquet Arthur G. DeLong, president of the New Mexico Section
of the ASCE, will preside and
Richard H. Tatlow III, president
of Abbott, Merket and Co., and
national president of ASCE, will
be the featured speaker.
Saturday morning's sessions
will include a board meeting, the
annual Rio Grande Student Conference and the student paper
contest.
Dr. Richard Clough, dean of
the UNM College of Engineering,
will preside at the Saturday
luncheon.
The two-day conference will
close with an address by Tatlow
and the presentation of student
awards.

6:00-10:00 am

Your

Then WE Invite YOU to Discuss

NSF Reduces Grant
For Math Institute

Union Theater at 8

The National Science Foundation has given a $50,020 grant
to UNM for support of a "Summer Institution in Mathematics
for Secondary School Teachers.''
Dr. Merle Mitchell, associate
professor of mathematics, will
administer the grant.
"This grant has been in effect
for several years," Dr. Mitchell
said, "but this year's grant has
been reduced. We will have to
reduce the number of participants.'' She said that "about 50"
had attended previous institutes
but "only about 35" will be in
attendance this summer.

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS!

Then look at manufactured graphite-one of the lesser-known substances,
though few can match its versatility.
1n graphite technology, many new worlds cry out to be conquered. For
graphite has endless and growing uses-in making electric furnace steels and
foundry metals, in molds and castings, in metal fabricating, in producing
nuclear energy, in cathodic protection, in many chemical processes. Including
chlor·alkali electrolysis, as a refractory, in rocket motors, and in countless
other applications, No matter what your interest, graphite Will lead you to it.
With us, you will be a member of a closely-knit team, not just a digit.
Responsibility and authority are quickly delegated as earned-and our steady
rate of expansion constantly creates up-the-ladder opportunities.
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS Consult your placement office promptly to arrange
an interview date. AGreat Lakes Carbon placement advisor will be on campus· ..

Monday, Feb. 19
Or, if you prefer, write in strict confidence to GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
DIVISION, GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION-to J. o.
Fermoile, P.O. Box 667, Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302 or to L. W. Harbison,
P.O. Box 40, Morganton, N. C. 28655 or to P. A. Serchia, P.O. Box G.,
Rosamond, Calif. 93560.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

Spanish Novelist
To Speak Tonight
Four Argentine authors will be
discussed Wednesday (Feb. 14)
at the "Aspects of Hispanic Culture" series at University of New
Mexico by Elizabeth Azcona
Cranwell, a native of Buenos
Aires.
The lecture at 8 p.m. in the
New Mexico Union theater is
sponsored by the UNM departmentn of modern and classical
languages.
It will be given in Spanish and
is open to the public free of
charge.
Fiction authors to be discussed
are Mallea, Borges, Sabato and
Norah Lange.
Miss Cranwell has published
several volumes of poems and a
novel, while a collection of her
short stories is to appear soon.
At present she is participating
in the International Writing Program at the University of Iowa.
Awards for her poetry include
the first prize of "El Fondo de
las Artes" and the "Premio Municipal" of 1966.

Monthly Discussions
Presented by Group
"Shaldng the Foundations," a
book by Paul Tillich, will be the
topic of discussion at the UNM
Canterbury Chapel on Feb. 14.
These monthly discussions at
the Canterbury Chapel are concerned with contemporary theologians, in an effort to see why
these writers are gathering public interest in today's society.
It is requested that participants
read the assigned books before attending the discussions. Books
which will be discussed in future
meetings are Bauber's "I and
Thou"; Fletcher's "Moral Responsibility-The New Morality" and
J. A. T. Robinson's "Honest to
God."

All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love ... and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the nome
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tog at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

listen to KUNM
Phil Harper
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Womenis All-Action
TENNIS SHOES

hink Green
Money
Man

black or white

.

slzes-4-10 .

your
l!udg..t·Aid

Shoe Dept.

WHO WILL BE ON CAMPUS

k e®

DIAMOND RINGS

2.54

Open

YOUR CAREER with Mr. H. D. Barnes or Mr. Don Abell

~psa.

Credit

BELAIR $628. ALSO $ZSO, TO 2100. WEDDING RING 100,
PRICES FROM $100. TO S5000. RINGS I::NLARGED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DETAIL.
8 TRA.DE•MARK REG. A. H. POND COMPANY, HlC., ESTABLISHED 1892.

----------------------------,
r HOW
TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, sen(! special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

•••

Tuesday, February 20

Name'----------·-------------------------------

700 Broadway NE

200 Wy01ning SE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

BELLASHESS
DEPARTMEIIT STORE

Address•--------------------------CilY--~-------------~--

State

IP'------------

1-~.::~~.:~~~N~!~:~oX_:o. _:~~~~~~~2~~~
'

•
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Scholaships Set
For Swedish Tour

Lobos Still Fifth

on

After two big wins over New
Americans of Swedish descent
may apply for one of 22 scholar- Mexico State and the University
ships to be awarded by the Swed- of Texas-El Paso, the New Mexiish Folk high schools. Nine co Lobos still remain in the fifth
months of study in Sweden while spot in the United Press Internaliving with families, intensive tional major college basketball
language instruction, tutoring, poll.
The Aggies, despite two conand education at tbe Folk high
secutive losses to the Lobos and
schools are included.
Each $500 scholarship covers
one-fourth of the total $2000 fee.
Town Club
For more information, write the
Town Club, the only indepenScandinavian Seminar, 140 West dent social sorority for women on
57th Street, New York, N.Y. campus, had pledged seven coeds
10019.
for the spring semester. The
pledges are: Marjorie Buck, Lynn
Kleinsteuber, Priscilla L u c e r o,
Norma Marin, Sue Ann Thorne,
Mary Evelyn Vigil .and Valerie
Whiting.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·

WANT ADS

4 Une ad., 65~ times, $2.00. Insertion;
mus~ be. submitted by noon on day before
~ubi•CJitl'!n .to Room 169, Student Publications Bulldmg, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
WILL. BABYSIT in my home or <omPa~lon to ~ Year old girl, on l'EgU}ar
basm. morntngs or 3 days a week. Near
UNM. CaD 268-ll659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years experience
technical typing. 35¢ pr page, 36¢ with
paper. CaD anytime 298-86•L
HELP WANTED

liiALE help wanted. Auditor trainee bookkeeping background. 3 P.Jn.-11 p.m~. $L25
hr. to s~rt. Mountain States Employ.
ment First Nat'l Bank Bldg. Down

Town.

.T~UltNALISM Student to ll88ist on start,.
1ng new small magazine. Part time.
Phone 842-9514..
TEACH at a Negro college. Graduate
students wijlr:M..A.'s are urgently needed
for. ~demu: year and summer teaching
Pos1t10ns. The Southern Education Pro~am .. a private, non-profit organization

With ~ntacts at 94 colleges, can place
YOU qUickly and free Of Chatge. Write
Southern Education Program
859%
Hunter Street, N.W. Atlanta 'Georgia
30314.
•
•

PERSONALS
PER!!ONALITY POSTERS, l'sycbedeUc,
Ski Posters &; Buttons. If we don't
bavc them, then you don't need them
Send for Samples &; List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop 4609 E
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 8022'0.
·

COMING again soon l ! I Abe ollicioua intermeddler meets the vexatious litigant 1!!
PLAYBOY subscription stiD available at
low stod~nt rates. Call:vour campus rep.
resentat1ve at 247-9082.
FOR RENT
ONE ~room apartment. $75. 311 Yale
SE. N•cely furnished and private Patio
Call 26/i-6771.
•
ROOMMATE needed. male. Four Seasons
Apts. 207, 120 Cornell Dr. $54. Per
month. One block from camp113 Call
8452. 2/12-16.
•

FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig
inc!uding wjg cue and brush. Worn o~
3 times. Will sell !or $100. Call 277-3198
after 12 :30 noon :M..W F or w··'·en~2/9·15.
• •
""" ~.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace. extra
]g. garage ful)y finished w/h &: a/c
work bench &; sink. Elec kitchen'
beautiful carp~ts &: drapes, 2 baths:
Conv. loan. Pnced FHA appraisaL Ap..
prox. $300ll. wiD handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state
299-51!65.
1966 BillCK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, mau:v extras. Must selL 296-3681
277-4538. 2/8-14..
•
LOST
LARGE REWARD OFFERED for return
of silver gray miniature French Poodle
Lost near UNll campus on Th~·
Feb. 8. Anyone having infonnation con:
cerning this pet Plea!le call 247-9709
after 6 p.m. or 299-1656

~

UPI Poll

The UNM freshman basketball
team, the Wolfpups, and Coach
Bob Leigh will attend the Harlem
Globetrotter game T h u r s d a y
night at University Arena as
guests of the Albuquerque Jaycees.
The Globetrotters will take on
the Washington Generals at 8
p.m. A variety half-time show
will be included in the program,
Advance tickets are on sale at
the Arena box office.

Loyola of Chicago, retained 12th 69 and Utah 72-66 at University
place in the rankings. Loyola is Arena and is now leading the
tied with Wyoming for 17th WAC title race with a 4-1 record.
place.
Wyoming, second in the league at
St. Bonaventure, one of the two 3-2, hosts the Lobos at Lal'amie
undefeated teams in the top ten, on March 1 in the fourth game to
now occupies the fourth position be televised regionally by KOATin the rankings held by the Lobos TV.
earlier in the season. New Mexico
fell out of the fourth spot in both
1
major college polls after a 69-68
loss to Arizona. The Lobos' season record is now 19-1.
Houston, 21-0, the Bruins from
UCLA, 18-1, and North Carolina,
Three freshman baseball play17-1, round out the top five. Tennessee, Columbia, Kentucky, Van- ers Joe Daniels, Rudy Chavez and
derbilt, and Duke complete the Hal Hames have been declared ineligible this spring because of
second five.
scholastic difficulties.
The Lobos begin the toughest
Daniels turned down a large
stretch of the season Friday when
bonus
bid from the Philadelphia
they travel. to Provo to play Brig"
UNM Dames Club
to play at UNM and was
Phillies
The Kappa Chapter of the UNM ham Young University in a must expected by coach Bob Leigh to
conference
battle.
Saturday
night,
Dames Club will meet Thursday
start at an outfield position. Danat 7:30p.m. in room 250 A&B of New Mexico tangles with Utah in iels hit over .500 at Las Cruces
the Union. Plans for the Spring another crucial game. The BYU high last year.
Tea and the Tupperware Party contest will be televised on
Chavez, also an outfielder, and
will be discussed. All women at- KOAT-TV beginning at 7:30
p.m.
Hames,
a shortstop, were memtending UNM, and wives of stubers
of
Manzano's state chamNew Mexico defeated BYU 84dents and faculty are invited.
pionship team last year.
Cliff Ling, another freshman,
has transferred to North Dakota.
Close Decisions Take Dual Match

Leigh s Baseball
Suffers Setback

Lobo Grapplers Lose 2 in Colorado;
UNM s Season Record Drops to 9-8
1

Lobo wrestlers lost two close
decisions to Colorado schools over
the past weekend and drdpped
their season record to 9-8 in dual
match competition.

Gymnastics Tearn

Defeats Arizona
Led by Tom Galioto, Stormy
Eaton, Bob Smith, and Bob Clayton, the UNM Lobo gymnastics
team defeated five-time Western
At h 1 e tic Conference champion
Arizona Friday 185.40 to 181.55.
The loss was the first for Arizona
gymnasts in WAC history.
The
Lobos beat Arizona
Saturday night 188.35 to 180.6 to
up their season record to 4-0 in
dual meet competition. New Mexico wiU meet the University of
Oklahoma Friday in Norman.
Results of the meet with WAC
champion Arizona were;
Floor Exen:ise-1. Jeff Brennon, UA,
9.2 ; 2. Stormy Eaton, UNll, 9.0; 3. Gene
Vorh..,., UA, ll-75.
Side Hone-L Tom Galioto. UNH. 9.4;
2. Bennon, UA, 9.06 ; Blaise Blasko UNll
8..6..
•
•
Rings--L Pat Arnold, UA, 9.55; 2. (tiel
Dave Carriere. lJNJI, and Bennon, UA, 9..3..
Trampoline-L Eaton, UNH. 9.2; 2. Bob
Smith, UNll, 9.1; 3 • .Tim Ro:vce. 8.3.
Long Home-L Vorb....,, UA. 9.4; 2.
Blasko, UNll. 9.2 ; 3. Smith, UNH, 9.15.
ParaJiel Bars--L Smith. UNM, 9.2: 2.
Bob :Manna., UNM. 9.1; 3.. Bennon. UA.
8.85.
High Bar--I. Bob Clayton, UN:M, 9.2;
2. Vorhees, UA, 9.1: 3. Bob Shirk. UA
9.. 0.
'
AD-Arotllld--L Bennon, a3.30: 2. Jim
Hruban, UN:M, 49.15.

Western Colorado State College beat the Lobos. 17-12 Friday
in Gunnison and Colorado State
edged UNM 18-13 in Boulder Saturday.
Curtis Wilson, 123 pounds, and
Rudy Griego, 137, each picked up
two victories. Rick Ortega scored
a pin over his Colorado State opponent in the 167-pound class.
Results of both matches were
(UNM listed first) Western
State 123 - Curtis Wilson dec.
John Vigil, 6-0; 130 - Jim Serrano dec. by Glen Younger, 8-2;
137-Rudy Griego dec. John Olds,
13-0; 145 - Dale Scott dee. by
Dan Salyer, 3-0; 152-Bill Kirby
dec. Jim Snyder, 4-G; 160-Jim
Gilliam dec. Sam Uhrick, 6-2; 167
-Rick Ortega dec. by Ted Hart,
8-2; 177- Floyd Shade dec. by
John Nelson, 3-2; Hw- Roger
Brown pinned by Tom Beeson,
2:25.
Colorado State (UNM listed
first} - 123 - Wilson dec. Mike
Doyle, 13-8; 130 - Serrano dec.
by Bill Komlosk, 11-2; 137-Griego dee. by Pete Nord, 10-8; 145Scott dec. by Conrad Metcalf, 7-0;
152-Kirby dec. by Jim Ortega,
10-5; 160---Gilliam dec. by Mark
Clark, 6-4; 167- Ortega pinned
Jack Haapin, 7:59; 177-Shade
dec. by Bob Justice, 12-3; HwRoger Brown won by forfeit.

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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P.ups to See Game
As Jaycee Guests
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(run bv artists co-operative)
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tv'leals Served

l

SKI VALLEY

for reservations co. li Toas
758-4620
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Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas
Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and Petroleum Engineers;
Chemists ,and Physicists
Graduating Seniors and Advanced Degrees
Wednesday, February 21, 1968

Sign up at Placement Center
Equal Opportunity Employer

LOOKING
for something

NEW?
Here it is on
newsstands now

the magazine
with an eye on
the college scene

ENGINEERING GRADUATES·
The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana
invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the
specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

will be on your campus on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1968

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
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(Th.i8 i8 the third in tt series of
articles by prominent Americwns
giving their views on The Cfmdition of the Americttn Spirit today.
The writers include social critic
Ma;rya Mannes, FBI Director J.
Edgttr Hoover, h.i8toria<n Arthur
Schlesinger Jr., civil-rights leader BfliJ/ard Rustin, Father James
J. Kavana~~gk, noveli8t Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy Graham and pay.
clwamalyBt Erich. Fromm.)
WE. HAVE passed that season
in American life again when
many people, mostly whites, seem
suddenly aware that they live in
a country plagued by racial tensions. It wouldn't be true to say
they were not aware of it all
along, since it would be impossible for anyone to spend a week,
let alone a ·lifetime, in this so-

I AM NOT ignoring the millions of white Americans who
have strongly and consistently
supported the restoration of full
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dignity for black Americans. But
they have been, and remain, a
small minority. And in spite of
their efforts, and in spite of our
own, the essential quality of
American life, so far as Negroes
are concerned, remains one of injustice and indignity.
The majority of white Americans do not seem aware of how
deep a responsibility they share
in the making and the future
breaking of these tensions. One
has only to loo!t at the way they
respond when the centuries of
Negro frustration boils over occasionally into one form of violent
behavior or another. From Reconstruction, up through the modern protest movement, right up
to the current period of urban disorder, white society bas been more
quick to invoke the police power
than the remedy of social program. The most recent example

of this was the derision and
laughter with which our congressmen greeted proposals for a rateradication program in our ghettoes. While they were laughing,
the rats were still biting Negro
babies and the anger of the black
ghettoes was still mounting. This
reflected a sickness of spirit and
an appalling. insensitivity to the
degrading conditions in which
people live. On the other hand,
our lawmakers rushed vigorously
to the support of a riot bill aimed
specifically at suppressing Negroes.

NOR DO THE majority of
Americans seem aware of how
high a place violence occupies in
the American spirit. It is the
same spirit that raped Africa and
brought millions of humans here
in chains; that took land away
from the Indians by subterfuge,

force, and treaties that were not
honored; that made the gunman •
a hero of the national ethos and
the national virility; that eradicated the beautiful old animals
from the plains; that tolerated
gangsterism as a national way of
life; that grave birth to organizations like the KKK-a white
protestant group dedicated to
God and country but which perpetrated the most -.nspeakable
atrocities against human beings
with black skirts. While, in the
context, his was a destructive
statement, this is precisely what
Rap Brown meant when he reminded the country that violence
was as American as cherry pie.

.-

NOT ONLY is the society built
on violence, but it also, for those
purposes it deems to be in the
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ciety and not be, But they eer-·
tain!y act as if it were a surprising discovery, as if racial tension
were a nuisance created exclusively by lawless Negroes, without reason or juatification.
One might as well make some
obvious points right away,
Though Negroes may be the chief
barometers of race tension in
our society, they are not the chief
authors of it, and they certainly
are not the ones who have done
most to nourish it. 'rhe credit for
that belongs to white Americans.
It is they who sowed the seed of
bitterness during slavery and it
is they who have refused ever
since to restore the full human
rights and dignity of Negroes.
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Lobos Hold Loss Mark
WAC record for most consecutive road game losses in the conference is 12 straight by New
Mexico in 1965-66-67. But Arizona State now has lost 10 in a
row to date.
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famous international dishes

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,·
French, German, and others ... )
lunch 11:30-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o
413 Romero St.·N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986
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Violence Termed High in American Spirit
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Lobby 'Effective,'
U. Senators Hear l
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l-like May Affect
Foreign Students

UNM student lobbyists were
"effective" in Santa Fe this week
By DAN BRUMBELOW
in attempts to prevent the legisJohn
Bakas, director of the Inlature's passage of non-resident '
ternational Center at UNM, said
tuition increases, Associated Stuyesterday that he fears a drop in
dents President John Thorson
the number of foreign students at
said at last night's Senate meetUNM is likely to result from the
ing.
$120 a year non-resident tuition
The tuition hike received a dohike proposed by the State legispass recommendation ~from the
lature.
"Fo1: one thing inflation is
New Mexico Senate Finance Comsoaring in many foreign cotmmittee yesterday, but "the vote
tries, and it takes more foreign
was only '7-6, and I think the lobmoney to make a dollar," he said.
by was effective," Thorson said.
He indicated that this could cause
Thorson and lobbyist Terry Calquite a financial problem for some
vani addressed the committee
students.
Tuesday night and presented a
"Why should students come to
petition protesting the proposed
UNM when they could attend
tuition increase signed by 1200
more widely known universities
UNM students.
for similar costs?" asked Bakas.
-.,;v._,'- - ~~<
EACH STUDENT senator will
He added that a main attraction
....... '-~~..... _.:___._,.~-~~ .. ·-~----.-~ ...... ~-- -~"--- __.. _______
be asked to keep in close contact
of UNM for foreign students is
with three to five campus organiu~;:-·8:rt;~E;T;· EXAMINE literature disp~ayed ~ the Union that they can get a break in exzations under provisions of the lobby Tuesday as part of the Asociated Students cam~aign to. block penses here. "A $60 a ~er_nes~r
first bill of the second session of passage of a non-resident tuition increase. The rate hike. recei~edtha increase could severely hmit this
Senate enacted at last night's do-pass recommendation from the Senate Finance Com!'uttee o • • e advantage," he said.
meeting.
There are 38'7 international stulegislature yesterday, however. Students were asked to sign a petJtl.on
Associated Students Vice-Presi- protesting the $120-a-year tuition increase and were urged to write dents at UNM. They represent
dent Bill Carr said the bill "is state legislators. (Photo by Pawley)
'12 countries, coming chiefly from
designed to make it easier for
Southeast Asia and Latin Amerimembers of the student body to
ca. Some 25 per cent of these
keep in touch with Senate." Carr
students are on scholarships or
will assign senators to act as
assistantships. The rest of the
liaisons.
students depend on their own reSENATE ALSO approved withsources to finance their educadrawal of $200 from the Associattion.
ed Students reserve fund to fiGerald Slavin, dil'ector of Innance the cheerleading squad's
ternational Services for UNM,
trip to Utah for two basketball
Published reports that affiliates war may possibly have a chance Choice '68
games this weekend.
Sen. Ernie R o m e r o voted of the American Civil Liberties of being defended on a civil rights
Union, including New Mexico, basis, said Phillips.
against the allocation.
This is also true in the case of
have
split on a position that civil
In other action, senators voted
to admit holders of activity cards rights can not be used as a basis the conscientious objector who refrom member schools of the New for defense of civil disobedience fuses to go to war, he said.
(Continued on page 2)
Mexico Association of College are untrue, Paul Phillips, a local
Student Governments to ASUNM lawyer, said last night.
Students will get a chance to
sponsored events for equal adState affiliates have not drifted
vote in a nation-wide college 1968
mission prices.
from the ACLU executive board
presidential primary April 24 as
Pres, Thorson told senators that position that civil disobedience
the Time-Magazine sponsored
(Continued on page 3)
"Choice 1968" comes to UNM.
cannot be presented as a civil
Tod Delaney, UNM campus repliberties question, he said.
.
•
of T'Ime 's "Ch oice
Dr. Robert B. Voas, present representat 1ve
"WHOEVER WROTE the artisaid
plans
are
being
made
1968"
cle that appeared in the New deputy director of the office ~f
York Times did not get the facts selection for the Peace Corps m for the primary which will ask
right," said Phillips, who is an Washington, will hold an informal students to choose their three top
attorney for the New Mexico meeting with returned peace corps choices for President in a nationvolunteers from UNM tonight at wide poll of 1000 colleges and uniACLU.
A new column, State of Affairs,
9
at the Highway House, 3200 versities.
He
said
that
several
affiliates
by nationally known journalist
The poll is being conducted to
have
taken
different
approaches
Central
S.E., room 104.
Clayton Fritchey, will be featured
examine
tlle political feelings of
Dr. Voas will discuss Peace
three times weekly in The Lobo, to a basic opinion outlined by the
more
than
five million college stuCorps policies on the draft and
national ACLU board.
beginning today.
• .
In
the
ACLU
opinion
civil
disdents.
programs
for
degree
credit
:for
Fritchey's column will mterTime magazine has selected a
pret news and clarify actions of obedience was defined as violating Peace Corps service as well as board of college students who are
the
law
by
rebellion,
riots,
or
viosome
of
the
other
programs
the
the meln who make news.
meeting in New York City this
Fritchey bl'ings with him a long lations of constitutional laws, Peace Corps is currently involved week to determine a slate of can•
Phillips
said.
This
opinion
leaves
in.
list of journalistic, political and
Dr. Voas said there are about didates and th~.; wording of three
diplomatic
work
experience. open those occasions whero civil
disobedience
violates
unconstitu50 men an~ women now enrolled referendum issues which will also
Among other things, he is a
tional
laws.
at
UNM who have returned from be included, Delaney said.
former assistant to Pt•esident TruThe candidate slate will include
active
Peace Corps service. MemFOR EXAMPLE an individual
man and the late Ambassador
the announced candidates, plus
all
bers
of
the
recruting
team
curAdlai Stevenson. His last position who for reasons of conscience refrequently
mentioned choices in
rently
on
campus
will
also
be
on
fused
to
pa;l'
his
taxes
because
he
was with the United States Misthe 1968 presidential race.
answer
questions.
hand
to
feels
the
mone;l'
will
be
used
for
sion to the United Nations.
>
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ACLU-Split: Reports
Untrue, Lawyer Says

agreed with Bakas. "It would
definitely be an added burden on
the students. I would hate to see
it happen," he said.
Slavin also spoke of the inflation problem. "India has 1:ecently
devalued its monetary unit, the
ruby, This could have a serious
etiect on BQnle 40 <:>:l our :foreign'
students," he said.
Slavin also pointed to possible
hardships that the tuition in- .
crease could have on married for--·"
eign students. There are at least
40 international students at UNM
who are married. Under current
immigration laws, wives of most
foreign students cannot work in
the United States.
"It may take some students
longer to graduate, as they may
have to take fewer hours or work
more each semester," Slavin said.
He added that he is hopeful that
more assistantships and scholarships will open for such students.
One foreign student, Frank Jacome, from Equador, said that he
would definitely consider continuing his education at another university if the tuition increase is
passed. "I feel that since I pay
taxes to New Mexico through
sales tax and others, I should not
have to pay so much more to attend a state supported university," he said.

U. Students Will Get Chance to Vote
In Nationwide Presidential Primary

Corps Draft Views
Topic of Discussion

New Series Will Run
Three Times Weekly·

Delaney said he is now looking
for groups on campus to sponsor
campaigns at UNM for the!r
presidential favorite. Delaney said
be hoped that students in Young
Democrats and Young Republicans would agree to run meetings
and rallies for candidates prior to
the UNM primary.
.,,..
He asked student groups who wish to support a candidate in the
UNM presidential primary to contact the student government secretary, Mrs. Ida McGinn, upstairs
in the Union.
Time Magazine wil provide uniform ba!Iots which will ask students their age, party affiliation or
preference, and their three top
choices for President, as well as
opinions on the referendum questions.
After the primary the results
will be tabulated into local, statewide regional, and nationwide
stati~tics which will be available
to anyone, Delaney said.

